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Version Control Systems (VCS) 

“Good Reading on this topic: http://betterexplained.com/articles/a-

visual-guide-to-version-control/” (Credits to this site!) 
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Learning Goals 

- Problem: Collaborate, Track and Backup 
 

- Goal 
- Concepts of Version Control Systems 
- Using a version control system 
- Using Web Interface 
- Using a client (TortoiseSVN) 
- Using in Eclipse (Subclipse) 
 

- Note: 
- It is about the principles, not the tool! 
- You shall be able to apply the principles with SVN 
- LSC: how to install your own local server 

 
 
 
 

??? 



Use Cases? 

- Main.c, backup of main.c, main2.c, … 
- MyReport1.doc, myReport2.doc, … 
- Project.old, project.old2, … 
- ‘Save as’ Method 

- New file without impacting existing one 
- Backup 
- Go back if things break 
- Using ‘version numbers’ or ‘date’ information 

-Sharing files 

- Shared folder (everyone saves under a new name), 
merge 

- Send out per email (have a local copy)  
 

- OK: one-time paper, one man project, … 
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Do we need something different? 

- Things get out of control fast 
- Source project with hundreds of files? 
- 2, 4, 16, 30 developers? 
- Things changing fast, in ‘parallel’ fashion? 
 
 

- Need for a Version Control System 
- Kind of file data base 
- System cares about versioning 
- System imposes rules 
 

- And: you need to invest some time to learn it 
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A Good VCS 

- Backup and Restore 
- Synchronization 
- Short-term undo 
- Long-term undo 
- Track Changes 
- Track Ownership 
- Sandbox 
- Branching 
- Merging 
 

- Shared folders are quick and simple, but hardly fulfill 

above! 
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Typical Version Control System 

- Server(s) with data base(s) 
- Clients connect to server 

- Locally or remote 
- ‘Optimistic’ or ‘Pessimistic’ approach 
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Repository Server 

Connector 

Connector 



Language 

- Setup 
- Repository 
- Server 
- Working Set/Copy 
- Trunk/Main 
 

- Basic Actions 
- Add 
- Revision 
- Head 
- Check-out 
- Update, Sync 
- Check-in / Commit 
- Check-in message 
- Revert 
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- Advanced Actions 
- Branch 
- Diff/Delta 
- Merge 
- Conflict 
- Resolve 
 



A Day in Joe’s Live 

- Joe adds main.c to the repository.  
- Bill checks it out, makes a change and commits it with 
a commit message.  

- Two hours later, Joe updates his local working set and 
sees the latest revision of main.c which contains the 
change.  

- Joe can browse the change log or diff to see what Bill 
had changed the day before. 
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Check-In/Commit 

- Each commit creates a revision 
- Modification over time 
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Source: betterexplained.com 



Check-Out and Check-In 

- Check-Out  Edit working Copy  Check-In 
- Revert to throw away local changes  get back version 

from server 
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Source: betterexplained.com 



Diffs / Delta 

- Making diff between (arbitrary) versions 
- Most VCS just store the delta (save space) 
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Source: betterexplained.com 



Branching 

- Sandboxing 
- Adding large features 
- Development over a longer time 
- Isolating from main trunk 
development 
 

- Usually: to be merged back to 
main trunk/line 
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Source: betterexplained.com 



Merging 

- Developing on a branch needs 
discipline 

- Merging needs to be carefully 
planned 
 

- write/keep change/commit 

logs to assist you in merging! 
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Source: betterexplained.com 



Conflicts 

- VCS’s can automatically 
merge non-conflicting 
changes 
 

- ‘same line’ changes 
- Race change 
 

- VCS reports conflict 
 

- Need to resolve 
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‘a’ 
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Conflicts 
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Tagging 

- Apply a label 
- ‘V1.0’, ‘Release’, ‘beta’, … 
- Check-out all files with a given label 
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Source: betterexplained.com 



Summary and Take Away’s 

- Use Version Control 
- Pretty much for everything you want to maintain and 
you are changing 
 

- Take it slow and easy 
- Advanced features are not needed in the first place 
(branching, merging, …) 

- Check-out, check-in, update, merge is critical 
 

- Keep Learning 
- Every tool is a little bit different 
- Know the concepts! 
- VCS does not replace communication! 
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!!! 

… 
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Web Interface 

“There must be an easy way just to look at the information.” 



INTRO Enterprise Lab Repository 

- Use your Enterprise Lab Login! 
- Read Access  
- https://dev.enterpriselab.ch/education/intro.f1201 
- Read HSLU User Guidelines (on ILIAS) 
- User your HSLU Login 

- In case of issues:  
- https://login.enterpriselab.ch/ 
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Lab Work 

- User your Web Browser 
- https://dev.enterpriselab.ch/education/ 
intro.h1201 

- Verify that you have web access to the 
SVN repository 

- Bookmark it for later use 
 
 

 

Lab 
it! 
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Tortoise SVN 

“Ok, now I have access. Now I want to do with it.” 



Learning Topics 

- Problem: need read-write access 
 

- Client (TortoiseSVN) 
- Repository structure 
- Lab structure 
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??? 



TortoiseSVN 

- http://tortoisesvn.net/ 
- Client (outside of eclipse) 
- Shell extension 
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Source: tortoise.net 



TortoiseSVN Icon Overlays 

- Note: Because of an issue with Windows Explorer 
(limitation with number of icon decorators) not all might 
show up  
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SVN Repository Structure 

- Up to you, but… 
- A) One repository for many projects 

- Repo/proj1, repo/proj2, … 
- B) Each project with /trunk, /branches, /tags 

- Repo/proj1/trunk, Repo/proj1/branches, 
Repo/proj1/tags 

- Trunk: ‘mainline’ 
- Tags: static snapshot 
- Branches: own development branch, to become trunk 
later on 
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INTRO Repository Structure 

- One Repository for all groups: 
- https://dev.enterpriselab.ch/education/intro.f1201/ 

- Group Name (e.g. Meier_Bucher) as root 
- Within Group name: trunk, tags, branches 
- Mainline project folders inside trunk 
 
 Every team can have it’s own trunk/tags/branches 
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…\intro.h1201\team0.estyger\ 
    trunk\SRB 
    trunk\Tower 
    tags\ 
    branches\ 



SVN: Importing New Content 

- Adding existing new content to the repository 
 

- A) Import: if you know exactly what you do 
- See TortoiseSVN Help (Daily Use Guide) 

 
- B) Easier: use two step approach 

1. Create Directory structure in repository using 
repository browser 
a) Select root 
b) Create Folder… 
c) Create branches/tags/trunk 

2. check out module 
1. <repo>/Meier_Bucher/ trunk 
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Importing: Repository Browser 

- Context menu (on anything) 
- Repo-Browser 
- Enter repository URL 
- INTRO: 
- https://dev.enterpriselab.ch/
education/intro.h1201 
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https://dev.enterpriselab.ch/education/intro.h1201 



Importing: Creating Structure 

- Create Folder Structure (INTRO structure) 
- <Team> \ trunk, tags & branches 
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Importing: Creating the Project Folder 

- Create Project Folder within trunk folder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Now we have an empty project folder as starting point 
- We are going to check this folder out so we can place our 
stuff into it… 
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Importing: Checking out 

- Go into folder where you want to have your project 
checked out (e.g. ‘C:\MySVNProjects’) 

- Use ‘…’ browse to select folder in repository 
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Importing: checked project folder 

- Now we have SVN structure established 
- Local copy of repository project structure 

- Notice icon decorators 
- Hidden .svn folder stores 

- Deleting it will ‘un-SVN’ it from the local copy  
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Importing: Adding rest of files 

- Copy/create files in checked out folder 
- Use ‘Add…’ to add files 

- Only marks them to be added! 
- Use ‘Commit’ to store it in repository 

- Do not forget commit message 
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Ignoring Resources 

- Do not put derived/generated resources into VCS 
- Unless for very, very rare exceptions 

- The idea is that you can generate everything out of VCS 
- Ignore by file or extension 
- Ignore list is ‘attached’ to folder: commit it! 
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Committing ignored files 

- Bug Alarm!?  
- Committing ignored files on root folder 
does not work right away   

(issue as well under eclipse!) 
- Workaround: update and/or cleanup, 
then commit the ignored files 
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Lab Work 

- Download and install TortoiseSVN 
- Create your group repository folder 

- With trunk, tags, branches 
- Create inside trunk a test project folder 
- Explore 

- Check Out 
- Adding files/directories 
- Ignoring files/directories 
- Changing files and commit 
- Create conflict and resolve 

 
 

 

Lab 
it! 
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SVN - Subclipse 

“Hey, I need this cool stuff for my CodeWarrior eclipse IDE!” 



Learning Topics 

- Problem: Using SVN with eclipse 
 

- Plugin Installation 
- Subclipse 
- Perspective 
- Daily usage 
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??? 



External Client vs. Eclipse Plugin 

- Shell or application 
- Universal 
- Folder 
- Menu, dialogs 
- Integration in host OS 
 
 
 

- General and Expert 
usage 
- Branch, Tag 
- Clean 
- Repository changes, … 
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 - One or multiple plugin’s 
- Source Development 
- Workspace, Project 
- Perspective, Views 
- Integration in 
development flow 
 
 

- Development Process 
usage 

- Project check-in 
- Project check-out 
- Update, Commit 
- Diff 

 



Installing SVN Eclipse Plugin 

- Subclipse Plugin 
- http://subclipse.tigris.org/ 
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Installing New Software 

- Plugin available on ILIAS (Local Update Site!) 
- Select the ‘Subclipse Update Site) 
- Menu ‘Help > Install New Software’ 
- Press ‘Add’ 
- Provide a name 
- Select Incubation file downloaded (Archive…) 
- Press OK 
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Subclipse Installation 

- Select the Required items 
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Lab Work 

- Install SVN eclipse plugin’s 
 

 
 

 

Lab 
it! 



Eclipse Views 
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Adding Repository 

- SVN Repositories View 
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Sharing Project 

- Sharing ‘SRB’ project 
- Make sure the repository 
path is correct! 

- ‘Team’ context menu 
- Layout! 

- <group>\trunk\<prj> 
 

- NOTE: After Finish press 
Cancel to exit dialog 
(bug????) 
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Project Ready for Commits 

- Icon Decorators 
- *: changes 
- ?: Unknown state 
 

- Problem: need to know what 
to commit and what to ignore 
 

- NOTE: commit *linked* files 
from their original location. If 
you have links to another 
project/file, you need to 
commit *that* project/file. 
Links are projects settings. 
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Eclipse Managed Make 
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Folders: as your source directory structure 

Main make file 

Contains local path settings: with this you 
can have the make file portable between 
machines/locations 

Additional user objects 

Argument file: because of host limitations 
on command line length, options are 
passed to build tools in external argument 
files 

Macros defined for the whole make process 



Files (PE) 
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Eclipse: Project specific settings 

SVN: Hidden, maintained by SVN 

Processor Expert: generated, pin documentation 

Processor Expert: generated, source files 

Eclipse Managed Make: Build tools output, 
name configured in project settings 

Eclipse: CDT builder configuration 

Eclipse: managed make build tools options 

CodeWarrior: debugger and linker settings 

CodeWarrior: Remote Systems settings 

Doxygen: configuration and output 

Processor Expert: Component settings 

Processor Expert: Information about generated files 



What to share with a version control system 

- Share: everything needed to build the project 
- .project and .cproject (project files and build options) 
- sources files (*.c, *.h, etc) and folders 
- Doxygen (*.doxyfile) and text files (*.txt) 
- Project_Settings folder and files (linker files, memory 
files, target task files) 

- rseHostSettingsCache.xml (contains RSE systems) 
- Processor Expert specific 

- ProcessorExpert.pe (contains component settings) 
- ProcessorExpert.c, Events.c and Events.h 

- Processor Experts adds content! 
- Shared between user and PE! 
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What NOT to share with a VCS 

- Do not share: generated or derived resources 
- Derived Folders/Files (resource attribute!) 
- Doxygen generated files (e.g. HTML output) 
- Build output files (named as the build target, e.g. 
‘MCF52259_Internal_Flash’) 

- .svn folder (contains SVN local information) 
- .settings folder (local project/eclipse settings) 
- Processor Expert (as generated) 

- linker file (inside Project_Settings/Linker_Files) 
- Documentation 
- Generated_Code 
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Team Synchronizing Perspective 
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Synchronize View 

- Status of Files 
- Filters (conflicts, incoming, outgoing,…) 
- Context menu for Commit, Update, … 
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What to Add and what to svn:ignore 

- Switch to Team Synchronizing Perspective 
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Conflicting Files (e.g. Processor Expert) 

- If two developers change the same line in a file 
- Version control reports a conflict 
- Version control cannot resolve it 

- Version Control helps with marking conflicting portion 
<<<<<<< .mine       

int var = 123; 
======= 

 int var = 100; 
>>>>>>> .r2498 

- CAUTION: Same thing will apply to XML files (e.g. 
Processor Expert .pe!!!) 
- Avoid conflicts! 
- If happens: merge by hand (difficult!!!) or restore from 
version control and re-apply/re-commit changes 
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Adding Files: Icon Decorator 
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Commit 
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Eclipse Project Check Out 

- Eclipse Import Wizard to check out projects 
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LSC: Create Your Own SVN server  

- http://subversion.apache.org/ (on the left hand side) 
- Create/Manage repositories on your own machine 
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Source: Subversion.apache.org 
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Summary 

- Installation of eclipse plugin’s 
- Subversive 

- Sharing a project 
- Adding files 
- Ignoring files 
- Committing Files 
 

- More: 
- script/LSC about SVN 
- “The Firmware Handbook”: Installing 
and using a version control system 

!!! 

… 
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Lab Work 

- Put project under version control 
- Delete locally 
- Import again from repository 
- Has to work  

- Explore your SVN system 
- Perspective and Views 
- Commit 
- Synchronize 
- Compare/Diff 
- Revert 
 

 
 

Lab 
it! 




